DATA ANALYSIS

MEU 121 URBAN ECOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT
Analysis & Proposals for Urban Ecosystem
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METHODOLOGY
The objectives formulated in the
initial stages of the research have
been condensed based on the viability
of secondary research alone with the
onset of COVID-19 pandemic peak in
India.
A sample of 13 sites including
primary site, Sanjay Van (Green) +
Neela Hauz (Wetland) were selected,
based on different scales and
categories.*Sites were assessed on
data collected against identified
indicators for the changes on
a temporal scale.*
Analysis was drawn with their
potential correlations. Based on the
results, spatial and regulatory
connections were assessed on these
scales and other recognizable green
infrastructure (G.I.) in the region.
* Categories
: Wetland, Green Areas, Combined
Scale of Green Areas : Park, Forests; Temporal Scale : Decadal (2010-20)

Recommendations for their recharge
and integration were proposed.

• The sites’ population
growth rate correlated to
the nearest census town
gives an estimate of
the expanding or reducing
“pressure” factor on
the G.I.
• North District site area
has witnessed highest
population growth rate.
The corresponding change
in built- up of the GI sites
•12th site has recently opened and saw an increase in
(3,4,10) shows reduction
the green coverage whereas all the other sites
(5,7,8,11) in South district has observed reduction in GI by -14%, -2.33% and
-20.72%.
B.U.
13th site was a new
•Based on the sample of 11 sites,the relation
wetland system, not
between population growth and built-up area of G.I. is
observed to be inverse. In the case of wetland category, accounted for this.
1.2, 2, 12, 13(new) the B.U. increased.

The increase in Area-Perimeter Ratio from 2010 to 2020
despite the reduction in Absolute Area of G.I. sites and
Perimeter as well suggests - Although, there are evident
encroachments in the G.I. sites (Fig. 1-4), the no. of edges
might have increased of the built-up of surrounding areas,
making them more irregular and fragmented.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

RESULTS

Whether the ecosystem can be returned to a better status or not depends
on controlling the “pressure” factor layers and on the response of
ecosystem managers when faced with those pressures (Stoyek et al., 2011;
Zhu et al., 2012; Setoyama and Sasai, 2013; Heneberg and Řezáč, 2018).

A loose connection of
the different G.I. and
increased distance would
have an affect on increased
built-up vulnerability in the
collective ecosystem.

• A combined
ecosystem has helped in
conserving the G.I. around
it, and has led
to recharging, purifying
enhancing (by increasing
quality – reducing of
pollutants).
• In other cases, a
new wetland has also led
to creation of fresh
(new) green coverage
around it by means
of proliferation of aquatic
flora and supporting
plants around it.

Fragmentation by
infrastructural networ
ks or by increased
irregular boundaries
of encroachments has
a multiplier effect on
all scales.
And disturbance in
lower scale can affect
the upper.

Planning around the
primary, and crucial base
of natural ecosystems and
their Green Infrastructure
.
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